Pilsen, November 30th, 2020

Press Release - Severals, Melody, 2020
After a longer break and the departure of our founding member and former guitarist Pavel,
Severals are back with their latest single MELODY premiering on November 30th 2020 through
Dreambound YouTube Channel and on all major digital platforms on December 7th, 2020.
We all have our little something or someone that guides through life and keeps us afloat, but what
happens if we lose our Melody?
The single MELODY explores this particular theme. The song combines melodic parts, emotional
clean chorus as well as heavy riffs and unclean vocals.
Severals recorded their latest release in a private studio in Prague owned by and with the help of
Pavel Chyška. Mixing and Mastering was done by Australian producer Lance Prenc, who has
worked with bands such as Alpha Wolf, Polaris and Thornhill.
The symbolic music video depicts a young man who has lost his Melody - his love. Despite all of
his efforts to save her, she plummets off a cliff to her death. Early on the man rests her bracelet
near her headstone. The bracelet represents the only physical object he has left of her after her
passing. We follow the man and his mind through his grieving process as he struggles with the
loss, his love turns to anger for feeling abandoned. Desperate, he returns to his late love’s grave,
grasping the bracelet back. As it suddenly starts to glow in his hand and float, we see his
acceptance, and he manages to find his peace, reuniting with his lost Melody within.
The music video was scripted, directed and edited by the frontman Dominik Fencl. Shooting was
done by Dominik with the assistance of Eliška Sedláčková and Martin Mrštík. Exterior shots were
taken around Pilsen and the band has revisited some locations previously featured in the music
videos for Habitat and Luna.
Melody is the first peek into Severals’ upcoming full length album which will begin production in
early 2021.
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